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ENEL RUSSIA OPERATING RESULTS SHOWED A GROWTH IN H1 2022 

OPERATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS 

 H1 2022 H1 2021 Change 

Net power production (GWh) 10,186 9,758 +4.4%  
including:    
    - gas output  10,059  9,725 +3.4%  
    - wind output 127  34 +273.1% 
Power sales (GWh) 11,449 11,035 +3.8%  
Heat sales (thousand Gcal) 2,157 2,207 -2.3%  

 

• Net power production increased due to higher electricity demand in the areas of Enel Russia’s 
operations, on the background of industrial production positive dynamics and lower nuclear power 
plants’ production in the Central Russia. Additionally, the positive output dynamics was supported by 
the green energy contribution from the Azov wind farm commissioned in May 2021.  
 
Going into deeper analysis, the increase of conventional gas units output alongside with green energy 
output allowed to offset the negative dynamics of CCGTs loading, and in particular:  
 

− Conventional gas units’ output increased by 7.0% YoY in H1 2022, mostly driven by positive 
electricity demand dynamics in the energy system and decrease of nuclear power plants 
production in the Central Russia. 

− Combined cycle units’ output showed a decrease of 4.3% mostly due to maintenance works in 
2Q 2022. 

− Wind production continued to positively impact company’s dynamics. 
 

• Power sales increased generally in line with the abovementioned net output dynamics. 
 

• Heat sales decreased by 2.3%, mostly influenced by higher temperatures at the beginning of 2022 
compared to the last year.  

 
 
 
About Enel Russia 
PJSC Enel Russia is a subsidiary of Enel Group. PJSC Enel Russia operates the following three gas power plants: Konakovskaya 
GRES, Nevinnomysskaya GRES and Sredneuralskaya GRES. The company’s total gross installed electrical capacity is 5 739,9 MW 
and thermal capacity is 1,927 Gcal/h. After commissioning of Azov WPP (90 MW), PJSC Enel Russia implements Kolskaya WPP 
(201 MW) project in the field of wind generation. PJSC Enel Russia’s authorized capital is 35,371,898,370 roubles, which is divided 
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into ordinary shares with a par value of 1 rouble. The Enel SpA share in the company’s authorised capital is 56.43%, UROC Limited 
is 7.4%, PIIT-7 LLC is 5.54%, and other minority shareholders’ share is 30.63%. PJSC Enel Russia shares are listed in Level 1 the 
Moscow Exchange quotation list.   
The company was established in Yekaterinburg on October 27, 2004 as OJSC OGK-5. On July 7, 2009 by the resolution of Annual 
General Shareholders’ Meeting the company was renamed OJSC Enel OGK-5 and on August 8, 2014 the Federal Tax Service 
registered the new version of the company’s charter with the name OJSC Enel Russia. On June 25, 2015 the company changed its 
legal type and was renamed PJSC Enel Russia. 
You can follow the company’s news in social media such as YouTube and Telegram. 
. 
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFHmEwt82mnDbfii_oOH6Uw
https://t.me/Enel_Russia

